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Unlike many in positions of power in politics and science we geologists understand the importance of our science to securing energy supplies, to locating the minerals society needs and to sustaining our environment and the changes that our environment and climate are currently experiencing. But it seems our voices are too often small and not heard.  If we want to make geology understood, is it any longer enough to sit independently in our offices across the world – where we may well be experts and well intentioned scientists but whose voices are seldom listened to and even less often understood. Wouldn’t we have a much greater chance if we joined our voices together …..If we want to be be heard then we are undoubtedly stronger as a team.Whether we take action or not through the OneGeology proposal now, what OneGeology wants to achieve – to make accessible and join up geological map data across the globe – will happen at some point in the future. It may not be this decade or the next, but it will happen, its inevitable. Personally …. And I hope you share this too …. I want to be part of a generation who made it happen now! Not at some point in the future long after we retire. I’d like making geological map data available digitally across the world to be the legacy of our generation of geologists, not the next.  We haven’t got any excuses - there are no real technical problems in making OneGeology happen. There are no insurmountable scientific problems. Even the financial problems do not have to be a real show-stopper if we give this project  priority. All of these challenges we can overcome if we put our collective minds to it. By acting locally and thinking locally we can make a difference.I hope we can do that. I hope we can start on that this very week.  OneGeology can deliver a legacy I personally would like to look back on and say – I was associated with making that happen.    
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